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In "Night Sky", composer/pianist Donald Shaffer leads you on a haunting nocturnal journey across the

skies of a cold, clear winter's night. Blends virtuoso performances on the acoustic piano with rich

electronic textures. 8 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Meditation, NEW AGE: New Age Details: In NIGHT SKY,

composer/pianist Donald Shaffer leads you on a haunting nocturnal journey across the skies of a cold

clear winter's night. Blending virtuoso performances on the acoustic piano with rich electronic textures,

NIGHT SKY is a soothing and introspective masterpiece that is ideally suited for massage, meditation,

relaxation and intimate ambience. NIGHT SKY was originally conceived as a gentle tool to enhance,

musically, the personal meditative, reflective and relaxative processes. The eight pieces contained in

NIGHT SKY, when played in order, may be enjoyed as a complete daily meditative journey. For those

who are so inclined, NIGHT SKY also works very well as a personal meditation on the seven ascending

chakras plus a final integrating and grounding meditation. For either the experienced or novice meditation

student, NIGHT SKY provides an ambient listening environment designed to simplify and deepen your

personal reflection and relaxation. While NIGHT SKY stands as a single, integrated musical journey, the

personal experience of some listeners has been that certain songs evoke specific and unique

experiences or states of awareness. For example, a number of freeway commuters have reported that

listening to "Auroraeolaeum" has helped them to maintain calm, and has eased tension during drive-time.

Others say that "Hymn to the Morning Star" has been an effective relaxation tool for unwinding before

bedtime. Still others feel that "Moonrise" supplies an energizing and focusing effect for them. If you are

looking for an excellent musical aid to personal meditation... If you are a massage therapist looking to

create a serene healing environment... If you want to fill your home with an ambience of peace and

tranquility... just look to the NIGHT SKY...
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